World Patent Marketing Invention Group Urges Hunting Enthusiasts to Try the Mobile Crank-Up Hunting Shack To Go With Their Cold-Weather Hunting Gear

**World Patent Marketing Reviews A New Hunting Invention.**

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) December 23, 2015 -- World Patent Marketing, a vertically integrated manufacturer and engineer of patented products, announces the Mobile Crank-up Hunting Shack, a hunting invention that improves performance by providing a new and improved mobile hunting blind.

"The US Hunting and Trapping Industry is worth $475 million," says Scott Cooper, CEO and Creative Director of World Patent Marketing. "Demand for hunting preserve services has increased and is expected to bring more customers to hunting and fishing preserves. This will assure the industry of a continued, stable revenue stream. Active hunters will always be looking for something new to improve their game."

“Hunters use hunting blinds to reduce the chances of being detected by the animals that they are hunting,” says Jerry Shapiro, Director of Manufacturing and World Patent Marketing Reviews. “Most designs require the hunter to sit at an uncomfortable position for hours or have flaps and windows that is easily noticed by animals. The Mobile Crank-up Hunting Shack is a hunting invention that improves on the current design to make it more comfortable and effective to use.”

The Mobile Crank-up Hunting Shack is a trailer mounted hunting blind that has a hand winch to allow for movement. It also has extension arms which allow it to be raised or lowered depending on the hunter’s needs. It is light and compact which makes it easy to transport anywhere. This hunting invention blends well with the environment which greatly decreases the chances of being detected.

“When it comes to hunting game, a hunting blind is just as important as the rifle and bullets,” says inventor Larry D. “Not only does the Mobile Crank-up Hunting Shack hide the hunter from the animals, it also provides shelter to the hunter from the fierce elements. With this hunting invention, the hunter is protected and can wait for as long as possible while waiting for the prey to arrive.”

Ervin Wright, a hunter blogger from West Nyack, NY, has this to say about the Mobile Crank-up Hunting Shack: “When it comes to hunting blinds, ease of transport is the primary concern. To get the best hunting location, hunters will have to move more than once throughout the day. Animals move location so the smart hunter doesn’t wait for the animals to arrive but they go right where the animals are. The Mobile Crank-up Hunting Shack can easily be towed by the usual hunting truck or ATV which makes relocating a cinch. This hunting invention enables the hunter to get the best vantage point and location to bag the best prize possible.”

The Mobile Crank-up Hunting Shack is an improved take on an old hunting tool that has been used for generations. This hunting invention will ensure that hunters get the most of their hunting experience while being comfortable and safe from harm.

**ABOUT WORLD PATENT MARKETING**

World Patent Marketing is an innovation incubator and manufacturer of patented products for inventors and entrepreneurs. The company is broken into eight operating divisions: Research, Patents, Prototyping,
Manufacturing, Retail, Web & Apps, Social Media and Capital Ventures.

As a leader in patent invention services, World Patent Marketing is by your side every step of the way, utilizing our capital and experience to protect, prepare, and manufacture your new product idea and get it out to the market. Get a patent with World Patent Marketing and the company will send representatives to trade shows every month in order to further advocate for its clients. It is just part of the world patent marketing cost of doing business.

World Patent Marketing Success Stories are made possible because of its A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau and its five star ratings from consumer review sites including: Consumer Affairs, Google, Trustpilot, Customer Lobby, Reseller Ratings, Yelp and My3Cents.

World Patent Marketing is also a proud member of the National Association of Manufacturers, Duns and Bradstreet, the US Chamber of Commerce, the South Florida Chamber of Commerce, the Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce, Association for Manufacturing Excellence, and the New York Inventor Exchange.

Visit the worldpatentmarketing.com website and find out how to patent an invention. Contact us at (888) 926-8174.
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